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Expert System in identifying herbs, using Production Rules in the system will solve a problem of using conventional and
manual procedures. By using physicals structure, defining herbs is tough. Identifying herbs by using collective intelligence
from the public can lead to issues on trustworthiness. Rule based is derived from the rules for herbs expert knowledge
domain. Thus, the system can learn from its experience by using factual knowledge based. The system has the ability to give
the herb’s family name, scientific name and common name. Therefore, this system will help public to identify herbs easier.
The result yields 75% of system outputs are properly matched to human knowledge. This system also can be implemented in
others knowledge domain. In fact, the system can provide a list of herb benefits focusing herbs in Malaysia.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Computing world today is advancing day by day. This
is because the human being is not limited to something
extraordinary. In fact, research in this field has resulted in
a branch in the field of computer science, namely
artificial intelligence. This system used artificial
intelligence in herb knowledge domain identification. The
approaches being used is production rules were, the
prediction or the result is based on the characteristics of
each herb in herbs knowledge domain 1.
The popularity of the herbal medicines use is growing
across the world2. It is crucial to preserve the medicinal
plants since it is not only capable to bring the economic
importance as remedies, but also has valuable knowledge
of how the plant can be used, medicinal values,
preparation methods and others.
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, the
related works in herb identification using rule based are
given. In section 3, the E-herbs development framework
is presented. In section 4.
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The experimental results of comparing the rule based
towards the knowledge expert. In section 5, Finally, our
work of this paper is concluded in the last section.
2. RELATED WORKS
Trends shows that the public increasingly prefers to
purchase herbs to cure their health problem3. This shows
that herbs are in demanding, but unfortunately not
everyone recognizes the herbs4. Lots of research to be
done by the researcher to develop an expert system that
matched the herbs and its usage5. Develop an expert
system uses production rules to identify the prescribing
herbal remedies to common health concern using android
phone 6. Used to match the drug with herb medicines. All
of related herbal expert system is more focusing into
herbs as remedies not as recognition tools of knowing the
herbs itself7.
Production Rules are suitable for an Expert System as
it is used Knowledge Based and being used widely by

